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IVAN MEŠTROVIĆIVAN MEŠTROVIĆ

Lucija B., Karlovac Music School, Croatia

Meštrović is one of the most prominent
Croatian artists of the first half of the 20th
century. He worked as a sculptor, painter,
architect, and writer. Born in 1883 in a
small town near Drniš in the south of
Croatia, Meštrović was already recognized
as highly gifted as a young boy.

When he was 13, he became a stonesmith
working with marble. His talent was so
remarkable that he enrolled the Viennese
Academy of Fine Arts at the age of 16,
where he graduated in fine arts and
architecture. 

During his youth and studies, he
resided in many metropolises
such as Paris, London, Rome,
Geneva... While traveling around
Europe, he promoted the
Croatian artistic movement.
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Lucija B., Karlovac Music School, Croatia

After World War I he was appointed
rector of the Academy of Fine Arts in
Zagreb. He travelled a lot and had
exhibitions of his own artworks. In his
middle years, during the World War II, he
spent some time in prison for not
accepting the then government and
regime.

After the war, he moved to the
United States where he spent the
rest of his life presenting his work
and lecturing as a professor at an
university in New York. 

Meštrović died in 1962 at the age of 79. 
Nowadays, he is a very famous and 
much esteemed Croatian artist all 
over the world. 

One of his most famous works in
Croatia is Gregory of Nin, or in
Croatian: Grgur Ninski. 

Gregory of Nin was the chancellor of
the Croatian royal court and one of the
most important bishops of Nin (900 -
929). In Croatia, there are three
Mestrović's sculptures of Gregory of
Nin. Each one is placed in different city.
There is a belief, that if you touch the
thumb of the Gregory of Nin and make
a wish, it will come true for you. The
hands of people who touched the
thumb polished it to golden shine. 
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GREGORY OF NIN

THE GOLDEN THUMB

What about his works in the rest of the
world? Well, he is well known for the
sculptures in USA, Chicago. 

The Indians of Chicago are two
bronze equestrian sculptures
standing in Congress Plaza at the
west entrance to the large Grant
Park in Chicago. One is The Bowman
and the other is The Spearman.
They were set up in 1928.

Although he originally wanted to set
one sculpture of a cowboy and the
other of an Indian, he opted for
Native Americans to preserve
memory of Native American tribes.

Lucija B., Karlovac Music School, Croatia
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/SZRwrPkCRUM?feature=oembed


THE BOWMAN AND THE 
SPEARMAN

THE MOST FAMOUS 
ARTWORKS BY IVAN 

MEŠTROVIĆ

Lucija B., Karlovac Music School, Croatia
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/tuwhHqT5KD0?feature=oembed
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El GrecoEl Greco

He lived in Spain but he was from Crete, a 
greek island. 
"El Greco" was a nickname, a reference to his 
Greek origin, and the artist normally signed 
his paintings with his full birth name in 
Greek letters, Δομήνικος 
Θεοτοκόπουλος, Doménikos Theotokópoulos, 
often adding the word Κρής Krēs, Cretan

El Greco's dramatic and expressionistic style 
was met with puzzlement by his 
contemporaries but found appreciation by 
the 20th century. El Greco is regarded as a 
precursor of both Expressionism and 
Cubism, while his personality and works 
were a source of inspiration for poets and 
writers such as Rainer Maria Rilke and 
Nikos Kazantzakis. 

Efi V., 5th Gymnasium of Kalamata, Greece Efi V., 5th Gymnasium of Kalamata, Greece

He is best known for tortuously elongated 
figures and often fantastic or 
phantasmagorical pigmentation, marrying 
Byzantine traditions with those of Western 
painting.
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Nikos EggonopoulosNikos Eggonopoulos

Voki - Voki Scene Pickup

Nikos Eggonopoulos’ work is integrated into the 
surrealism movement. His artworks represent 
the imaginary world, which is not related to 
reality and belongs to the artists’ subconscious. 
His inspiration derives mainly from Greek 
mythology. In addition, some of his artworks 
are inspired by Greek and Byzantine art.

Efi V., 5th Gymnasium of Kalamata, Greece Efi V., 5th Gymnasium of Kalamata, Greece
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https://tinyurl.com/yjgz3xhb


Nikiforos LitrasNikiforos Litras
Born on the island of Tinos, Nikiforos Lytras 
was interested in arts from a young age. He 
studied painting at Athens School of Fine Arts 
and in 1860 he won a scholarship from King 
Otto to continue his studying in the Royal 
Academy of Arts in Munich. After his studies, 
he came back to Athens and taught painting 
in the School of Fine Arts.
Thee Greek Independence War was one of 
his favorite themes to explore. One of his 
most famous paintings is the one below, 
which is called ''Kalanta'', which represents 
children with music instruments going from 
home to home during Christmas Eve and 
singing traditional carols.

Efi V., 5th Gymnasium of Kalamata, Greece
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Costantino Barbella is (1852-1925) a sculptor
who lived in Chieti, Abruzzo,Italy. He began
making statues as a child in his father's shop;
the success of Costantino Barbella over the
course of his life was enormous and was
characterized by his numerous exhibitions both
in Italy and abroad, representing the city of
Sulmona and the whole of Abruzzo, exhibitions
that gave the artist timeless and immortal
fame and prestige. 

One of his most famous sculptures is "The
Scannese".The bust was created between the
end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th
century. The statue of the Scannese was
damaged following the terrible earthquake of
2009 and suffered considerable lacerations and
breakages. The restoration was conservative
and was carried out by Gabriele Malvestuto.
Meticulous attention and commitment,
professionalism restored the marble work to its
ancient splendor.

COSTANTINO BARBELLA,COSTANTINO BARBELLA,  
Sculptor Sculptor   
from Abruzzofrom Abruzzo

Αlessia M., Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore "V. 
Moretti" - Roseto - Italy

Alessia M., Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore "V. 
Moretti" - Roseto - Italy
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Bruno Zenobio  lives in Roseto in the region of
Abruzzo and is famous all around the world  for his
beautiful mosaics. This form of art decorates
surfaces and is made with small coloured "tessera",
that together form pictures or patterns. 
Zenobio says that his mosaics, originate from an
impromptu inspiration. The first step is to prepare a
sketch and then draw and colour it. After this idea,
he chooses the materials that can be marble,
granite, glass paste and gold leaves but also wood
and random objects found around him. After that
the artist cuts the "tessera", each one of them has
to reflect light, that is the mix of natural light and
sham light. 
Finally he puts the tiles one by one on a layer
previously spread on panels on which the drawing is
shown. 
The particular thing that Zenobio does is that he
create mosaics even from objects like a glass bottle
or fragments of tiles. One of his  most famous
masterpieces, is in a Church called “Sacro cuore”in
his hometown, where there are 400 mosaics on 650
square metres.  He confessed that he is proud of it
and it was really hard work.

BRUNO ZENOBIO:BRUNO ZENOBIO:  
MOSAIC ARTISTMOSAIC ARTIST

Matilda D., Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore "V. 
Moretti" - Roseto - Italy

Matilda D., Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore "V. 
Moretti" - Roseto - Italy
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CERAMICS CERAMICS   
FROM CASTELLI FROM CASTELLI   

IN ABRUZZOIN ABRUZZO

Initially only five colors were used in the
decorations, with all the various shades,
without red, which was introduced at the end of
the 18th century by Gesualdo Fuina of Loreto
Aprutino. 
Since 1984, Castelli’s ceramics were kept in the
Castelli museum, but due to the earthquake in
L’Aquila in 2009, that building is unusable and
the artpieces are currently in a municipal
building.  
Now the ceramic art of Castelli is preserved in
art schools such as  “Liceo artistico Francesco
Antonio Grue”, whose teachers and students
created the giant Nativity placed in St Peter's
Square in Rome at Christmas 2020.

Castelli is a small village in Abruzzo famous for
its ceramic art in Italy and abroad with
important collections in the Hermitage museum
in St. Petersburg.  
These ceramics have very ancient origins, but
became popular only in the 16th century,
thanks to their bright decorations and low cost.  
Different families made ceramics, but the most
famous is the  Grue family, with Carlo Antonio
Grue and his son Aurelio Anselmo.

Federica M., Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore "V. 
Moretti" - Roseto - Italy

Federica M., Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore "V. 
Moretti" - Roseto - Italy
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Jan MatejkoJan Matejko

Jan Matejko (1838-1893) - Did someone say painting? There's no way to miss this painter and 
even saying only painter is not enough. He was one of the biggest polish patriots with over 300 
paintings. His works were mainly about battles and wars, becouse he lived during the 
occupation and uprising. Matejko was using art to support Poland, and raise hope in people, so 
his paintings weren't very historically correct. His style of painting was similar to art in the 
Renaissance period with a visible Gothic inspiration, he was known for 
placing many persons in his paintings. Take a look on some of his works: 

Zaprowadzenie chrześcijaństwa 
(The arrival of Christianity) –
year 1889

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Rejtan –
 Upadek Polski (The fall of Poland)–
 year 1866

Zakuwana Polska (Forged Poland) –
 year 1863 

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Bitwa pod Grunwaldem(Battle of Grunwald) – year 1878 
 

The mostfamous works of Jan Matejko ..... 
· Bitwa pod Grunwaldem(Battle of Grunwald) – year 1878 
· Stańczyk(jester) – year 1862 
· Dziewica Orleańska(The Virgin of Orleans) – year 1886 
· Kazanie Skargi(Complaints sermon) –year1864 
· Rejtan – Upadek Polski (the fall of Poland)–year 1866 
· Unia lubelska(Union of Lublin) –year 1869 
· Kościuszko pod Racławicami(not translatable) – year 1888 
· Konstytucja 3 Maja(Polish Constitution of May 3)year1791–1891 
· Hołd pruski(Prussian Homage) –year1880-1882

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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ALeksander GierymskiALeksander Gierymski
Alexander Gierymski (1850-1901) — One of the most independent and 
unconventional polish artists. 
He decided to bunt and reject historical paintings like Jan Matejko's works and break arts 
rules, experimenting and creating new one. Gierymski was a precursor of realism and 
impressionism in Poland. His works are full of outstanding moves — he 
was playing with colours and lights, making his paintings without sketch, cutting out some paintings
changing size of canvases. Look at some of them, among a lot of other beautiful paintings:

Siesta I - year 1880

Homlet - year 1870

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Wieczór nad Sekwaną II (Evening on the Seine II)
 - yerar 1893 

Waltanie(In arbor) - year 1882

The most  famous works of Alexander Gierymski..... 
· Żydówka sprzedająca owoce(Jewish woman selling fruit) –year 1880 
· W altanie(In arbor) – year 1882 
· Piaskarze(no translation) – year 1887 
· Wieczór nad Sekwaną(Evening on the Seine II)– year 1893 
· Morze(Sea)– year 1901

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Józef ChełmońskiJózef Chełmoński

(1849-1914)  
One of the greatest representatives of the realism in Poland. Chełmoński became famous
for painting genre scenes. In his paintings you can see  the everyday life of Poles in the
countryside and hunting scenes. Chełmoński also loved to paint horses and he really was
good in it. The artist paid a lot of attention to nature and its colours. About 45 paintings by
the painter are set in National Museum in Warsaw.

Babie lato 
(Girly summer = Warm summer(proverb), year 1875

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Jeźdźcy(Riders) - year 1885

Bociany(Storks) –
 year 1900

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Powrót z łąk(Return from the meadow)
 year 1911

The most  famous works of Joseph Chełmoński ..... 
· Babie lato(Warm summer) –year 1875 
· Kuropatwy na śniegu( Partridges on snow) – year 1891 
· Bociany(Storks) – year 1900 
· Krzyż w zadymce (Cross in a riot)– year 1907 
· Powrót z łąk(Return from the meadow)- year 1911

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Stanislav Wyspiański (1869-1907) -he's known to most as an excellent playwright and 
poet, Wyspiański was also a great painter. He created, among others portraits, paintings 
showing views of Krakow and self-portraits. His first known works were various types of 
drawings. Wyspiański loved to draw plants and his kids, often using pastels. He also designed stain
glass windows and interiors. What's interesting Wyspiański was learning in Jan Matejko's 
University.

Stanisław WyspiańskiStanisław Wyspiański

Dziewczynka z wazonem z kwiatami(Girl with a vase of flowers) –year 1902

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Róże(Roses)- year 1897 Portret Ordon Sosnowskiej(Portrait),
year 1903

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Macierzyństwo(Motherhood) – year 1905

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Apollo - year 1904

The most 
famous works of Stanislav Wyspiański ..... 
· Planty o świcie(park at sunrise(no literally) )–
 year 1894 
· Dziewczynka z wazonem z kwiatami(girl 
with a vase of flowers) – year 1902 
· Śpiący Staś(sleeping stasi) –year 1904 
· Zakola Wisły(Vistula estuary) –year 1904

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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 Zbigniew Beksiński Zbigniew Beksiński

At the end curious polish Modern painter, photographer, architect, film-maker — famous for 
unusual photos, while most of the creators tried to take the most realistic and sharp photos 
possible, Beksiński was a kind of anti-photographer, creating photos with more emotions than 
quality which can also be seen in his paintings

Beksiński's paintings are dark and mysterious because paintings were his nightmares transferred to
the canvases.  
The author himself wanted freedom of interpretation, he believed that art 
doesn't need names to be understandable, that's why all of his works don't have name.

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Unnamed Unnamed

Kuba N., Technical High School No 21 Warsaw, Poland
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Colegiul Dobrogean "SpiruColegiul Dobrogean "Spiru  
Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIAHaret",Tulcea,ROMANIA



"What is that impulse, that irresistible force which will not let the 
peasant rest content with the merely useful, but drives him to seek 
the best proportioned and 

most harmonious forms that appeal to the eye by color and line, are 
pleasant to the touch and produce that rare sense of contentment, 
poise of mind and joy which characterize aesthetic enjoyment?  
(Peasant Art in Romania, by George Oprescu, 1929) 

Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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CERAMICS CERAMICS 

Romanian pottery is still made mainly on  traditional kick-wheels with simple 
finishing  
tools. Shapes, sizes and patterns reflect the different clays and cultures of diverse 
areas where are produced. Color glazes and decorations vary from strong geometrics, 
to delicate florals, animals and humans. There are approximately 30 pottery centers  
throughout the country, each with its own distinctive style, but the main areas are in 
Horezu in Oltenia; Miercurea-Ciuc and Corund in western Transylvania; Baia Mare 
near the northern border, and Radauti and Marginea in Moldavia

Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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PAINTED EGGSPAINTED EGGS

The most readily recognizable examples of Romanian art are the famed painted eggs,
especially prominent around Easter time.  
Painting of real hollowed-out eggs was an integral part of preparations for this festival
of renewal. Women and children gathered in someone's home and spent a day
painting and gossiping.

Intricate patterns were actually secret languages known only to residents of the
regions where they were painted. The oldest known were painted with aqua fortis
(nitric acid) on a traditional red background. They're available in nearly all shops and
street markets.

Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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Maramures is the area to see the art of woodwork.Homes are trimmed in elaborately carved 
wood, wooden gates and even fences are intricately carved. Historically, in this area, a family's 
community status was displayed through the gate – the more elaborate, the more important the 
family. The "Merry Cemetery" of Sapanta is in this region, open all year long, at all times -- it's 
worth a visit. Hand-carved decorations in complex patterns hold meanings beyond the purely 
decorative. Trees of life, twisted rope, moons, stars, flowers and wolf teeth to ward off evil 
spirits are associated with myths and superstitions. They show up in furniture, spoons, ladles, 
walking sticks, keepsake chests and other decorative objects, sometimes embellished with 
paint. Wooden flutes and recorders are also elaborately carved. Most prized are the multi-piped 
pan flutes, which are now very rare, as few artisans know how to make them and even fewer 
know how to play them

WoodWood

Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru 
Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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While technically textiles, these deserve their own category, because no other textiles so
dramatically reflect their regions of origin. As varied as different areas' attractions, so too are
the rugs that are displayed on surrounding fences. Most are flat-weave kilims, probably
introduced centuries ago by the controlling Ottoman Empire. Today's hand-weavers mix
traditional vegetable-dyed yarns with commercial aniline-dyed yarns to produce startling
accents within traditional patterns and colors. Rugs from Oltenia reflect nature, with flowers,
trees and birds. Those of Moldavia have patterns of little branches repeated in rows to create a
tree of life. Rugs from Maramures tend to have geometric shapes, resembling those from
Turkey and the Caucasian mountains.

RugsRugs

Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru 
Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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Masks Masks 
Masks are linked to folk festivals held
predominantly in Maramures and
Moldavia. Typically made from the
hides of sheep, goats or cows, the
masks are adorned with fabric, hats,
pompoms, metallic bits, feathers,
beans, straw and animal horns to
represent bears and goats, they're
traditionally worn to welcome in the
New Year during a couple weeks in
December and early January The oldest preserved Romanian glass  

dates back to the Roman Empire. Currently, there is
a renewed passion for creating art in blown glass
and  
several contemporary Romanian glass  
artists enjoy world renown. Most of the professional
glass artists are clustered in the northeast, near  
Botosani. Glass artisans are also employed in
factories located in Avrig, Turda and Buzau, turning
out molded,  
hand-carved and hand-blown pieces, many of which
are museum quality

GlassGlass

Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru 
Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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Stefania B., Colegiul Dobrogean "Spiru Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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Stefania B., Colegiul 
Dobrogean "Spiru 
Haret",Tulcea,ROMANIA
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A R T I N S E R B I AA R T I N S E R B I A

M I G R A T I ON  OF  T H E  S E R B S 

Paja Jovanovic

Hemijsko prehrambenaHemijsko prehrambena  
tehnološka škola,tehnološka škola,  
Belgrade- SerbiaBelgrade- Serbia

A '' Cultural Journey'' in ArtsA '' Cultural Journey'' in Arts  
and Artists from Serbiaand Artists from Serbia



P A J A 
J O V A N O V I Ć 
P A I N T E D 
M A N Y F A M O U S 
P O R T R A I T S

In his very long artistic career, Paja 
Jovanovic created outstanding work of arts : 
History paintings ( Migration of the Serbs, 
Proclamation of the code of the emperor 
Dusan) ,Genre paintings( Adoring of the 
bride,Cokok - Fight ,Fencing ) and numerous 
portraits of famous people( Milutin 
Milankovic, Mixailo Pupin ,King 
Aleksandar and Queen Maria Karadordevic). 
He also tried his hand in religious painting : 
He painted the iconostases in the churches 
in Dolovo and in Novi Sad.

Tijana O., Hemijsko prehrambena tehnološka škola, Belgrade- 
Serbia 
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Andrea Z., Hemijsko prehrambena tehnološka 
škola, Belgrade- Serbia

BELI ANĐEOBELI ANĐEO  
The Mileševa monastery,SERBIAThe Mileševa monastery,SERBIA

White Angel is a detail of one of the best known
frescoes in the Mileševa monastery, near  
Prijepolje,  in Serbia, dated c. 1235. during
the reign of King  Stephen Vladislav I of
Serbia.It is considered to be  one of the
most beautiful works of Serbian
and  European art from the XIII
century,and one of
the great achievements in European painting.
It shows the arrival of the myrrhbearers at the
tomb of Christ on Sunday morning, after the 
events of the Crucifixion.

A picture of the White . 
Angel of Mileševa was 
sent as a message in the first
satellite broadcast  signal
from Europe to  America,
as a symbol of peace.

White Angel
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CIP Tafalla, SpainCIP Tafalla, Spain

A ''CulturalA ''Cultural  
Journey'' in ArtsJourney'' in Arts  
and Artistsand Artists  
from Spainfrom Spain



Vincent van GoghVincent van Gogh

Dutch painter, generally considered the 
greatest after Rembrandt van Rijn, and 
one of the greatest of the Post-
Impressionists. The striking colour, 
emphatic brushwork, 
and contoured forms of his work 
powerfully influenced the current 
of Expressionism in modern art.

Click on the image (Voki)

Van Gogh’s art became astoundingly 
popular after his death, especially in the 
late 20th century, when his work sold for 
record-breaking sums at auctions around 
the world and was featured in 
blockbuster touring exhibitions.

Cristian Guisado, CIP Tafalla, Spain Cristian Guisado, CIP Tafalla, Spain
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https://tinyurl.com/y82lc5fl
https://www.youtube.com/embed/IcwyRbK7LIY?feature=oembed


PABLO PICASSOPABLO PICASSO

Pablo Ruiz Picasso (1881-1973) was a 
Spanish painter and sculptor, creator, 
along with Georges Braque and Juan 
Gris, of the cubist movement. 
Considered one of the greatest artists 
of the 20th century, he participated 
from the genesis in many artistic 
movements that spread throughout 
the world and exerted a great 
influence on other great artists of his 
time. Tireless and prolific, he painted 
more than two thousand works 
currently present in museums and 
collections throughout Europe and the 
world.

Salima Cherrabi, CIP Tafalla, Spain Salima Cherrabi, CIP Tafalla, Spain
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https://youtu.be/hs6TQfAf6E0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ziJOYOeG1yc?feature=oembed


IES AntonioIES Antonio  
Menárguez Costa,Menárguez Costa,  
Los Alcázares, Spain.Los Alcázares, Spain.

A ''CulturalA ''Cultural  
Journey'' in ArtsJourney'' in Arts  
and artistsand artists  
from Spainfrom Spain



Salvador DalíSalvador Dalí

This is a painting made by Natalia Viñuales. 

Fernando M., IES Antonio Menárguez Costa, Los 
Alcázares, Spain.

(1904 – 1989)  
was a Spanish  surrealist  artist.
Born in  Figueres,  Catalonia, Dalí
received his education in fine
arts in Madrid. Influenced
by Impressionism  
and the  Renaissance  masters
from a young age, he became
attracted to  Cubism  and avant-
garde movements.

Fernando M., IES Antonio Menárguez Costa, Los 
Alcázares, Spain.
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This is a painting made by Fernando Martínez.

Joan MiróJoan Miró

(1893 –1983)  
was a  Spanish  painter,
sculptor, and  ceramicist  born
in  Barcelona. A museum
dedicated to his work,
the  Fundació Joan Miró, was
established in his native city of
Barcelona in 1975. Earning
international acclaim, his work
has been interpreted
as Surrealism  
and Expressionism. Silvia C., IES Antonio Menárguez Costa, Los Alcázares, 

Spain.
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This is a painting made by Silvia Cegarra

Pablo PicassoPablo Picasso

(1881 – 1973) was a Spanish
painter and sculptor,  who
spent most of his adult life in
France. Regarded as one of the
most influential artists of the
20th century, he is known for
co-founding the  Cubist
movement and for the wide
variety of styles that he helped
develop and explore.  Natalia V., IES Antonio Menárguez Costa, Los Alcázares, 

Spain.
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EDIRNE SOCIAL SCIENCESEDIRNE SOCIAL SCIENCES  
HIGH SCHOOL EDIRNE,HIGH SCHOOL EDIRNE,  
TURKEYTURKEY

A ''Cultural Journey''A ''Cultural Journey''  
in Arts and Artistsin Arts and Artists  
from Turkeyfrom Turkey



İremay K./B.Feyza Kurçenli Edirne Social Sciences High Shool 
Edirne, Turkey
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/jNjl6IXwBdE?feature=oembed


Zeynep K/B.Feyza Kurçenli Edirne Social Sciences 
High School Edirne, Turkey
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/7ksaHbh9o50?feature=oembed


Ezginur G/B.Feyza Kurçenli Edirne Social Sciences High School Edirne, Turkey
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/e6dDfLowhE0?feature=oembed


Edanur K-Babaeski Şehit Ersan Yenici AL

Ebru is an art of decoration made by 
passing patterns created with specially 
prepared paints on paper, on 
concentrated water. Brushes and paints 
are special.

Babaeski Sehit ErsanBabaeski Sehit Ersan  
Yenici Anatolian HighYenici Anatolian High  
School, TurkeySchool, Turkey

Ebru-Marbling ArtEbru-Marbling Art



Mimar Sinan or Koca Sinan, 1488-
1588), the Ottoman chief architect and
civil engineer. He served as the chief
architect during the Ottoman sultans
Süleyman, Selim and Murat period.
Mimar Sinan is world famous in the
past and today. His masterpiece is the
Selimiye Mosque, which he calls "my
masterpiece".Cedit Ali Pasha Mosque
is the work of Mimar Sinan.

It was built between 1561-1565 by
Semiz Ali Pasha, by architect Koca
Sinan. The mosque is in Babaeski.

Selimiye Mosque

İlker R-Babaeski Şehit Ersan Yenici AL

Eray G-Babaeski Şehit Ersan Yenici AL

Mimar SinanMimar Sinan

Cedid Ali Pasha MosqueCedid Ali Pasha Mosque
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Mimar Sinan He is an architect who grew up in
one of the most splendid periods of the
Ottoman State , and who contributed to this
era with his works. Various sources state that
Sinan was the architect of around 360
structures which included 84 mosques , 51
small mosques, 57 schools of theology , 7
schools for Koran reciters, 22 mausoleums , 17
soup kitchen, 3 hospitals, 7 aquaducts and
arches, 48 inns, 35 palaces and mansions, 8
vaults and 46 baths . Sinan, who held the
position of chief architect of the palace , which
meant being the top manager of construction
works of the Ottoman Empire , for nearly 50
years, worked with a large team of assistants
consisting of architects and master builders.
The diameter of the dome which exceeds 31
meters at Selimiye Mosque which Sinan
completed when he was 80, is the most
significant example of the level of achievement
Sinan reached in architecture . Mimar Sinan
has reached his artistic summit with the
design, architecture , tile decorations, land
stone workmanship displayed at Selimiye.

Edanur K-Babaeski Şehit Ersan Yenici AL Edanur K-Babaeski Şehit Ersan Yenici AL
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KTSO Mesleki TeknikKTSO Mesleki Teknik  
Anadolu Lisesi, TurkeyAnadolu Lisesi, Turkey



Işıl C. Y. KTSO MTAL-TURKEY
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/QoppLnmc1NI?feature=oembed


Turkish Illumination TutorialTurkish Illumination Tutorial
TezhipTezhip
Tezhip is a decorative art form, which
means “ornamenting with gold.” It can
be used to adorn books, calligraphy,
manuscripts, religious texts or also
can be a standalone  art  form —
an art  that requires years of practice
and dedication.

Tuba K. KTSO MTAL-TURKEY

A. Süheyl ÜnverA. Süheyl Ünver

Art and literature historiographer. He
engaged in fine arts as well as medicine.
Between 1916-23, he studied marbling,
gilding, miniature painting and calligraphy at
the School of Calligraphy. Meanwhile, he took
private lessons in drawing and aquarelle
from the painter Hoca Ali Rıza and
calligraphy, gilding and miniature painting
from Yeniköylü.In 1981, he received the
Certificate for Eminent Services at the
1st  International Congress of the History of
Turkish and Islamic Science and Technology.
He received the Honorary Award for Eminent
Services to Turkish National Culture from the
Foundation for Turkish National Culture and
the Grand Prize for Culture and Arts from the
Ministry of Culture. He is one of the pioneers
of the revival of the classic arts in
the  Republic  of  Turkey. He was the first to
study every branch of Turkish arts and
produce works on these subjects.

Tuba K. KTSO MTAL-TURKEY
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.....Art is collective. Always, it.....Art is collective. Always, it  
has a tradition behind it.........has a tradition behind it.........  
Joanna RussJoanna Russ  

http://www.art-quotes.com/auth_search.php?authid=748

